**GOING TO COLLEGE**

College admissions cracked: saving your kid (and yourself) from the madness  
(378.161 SHULMAN)  Adult

Conquering the college admissions essay in 10 steps: crafting a winning personal statement  
(378.1616 GELB)  Adult

Creative colleges: finding the best programs for aspiring actors, artists, designers, dancers, musicians, writers, and more  
(378.73 LOVELAN)  YA/Teen

The other college guide: a road map to the right school for you  
(378.73 SWEETLA)  Adult

Prepare for college: high school checklist  
(378.161 SPIVEY)  YA/Teen

Teens’ guide to college & career planning: your high school roadmap to college and career success  
(373.2 MUCHNIC)  YA/Teen

**ONLINE RESOURCES**

Alaska Digital Library: over 2,300 ebooks and over 1,300 audiobooks available to download.  
Sign in with your library number  
adl.overdrive.com/adl-ketchikan/teens

LearningExpress: School Center has skill building in math, reading, writing, and social studies. College Admissions Test Preparation has SAT, ACT, ASVAB practice tests and prep materials.  
www-learningexpresshub-com.sled.idm.oclc.org

Live Homework Help: free online tutoring for subjects like math, English, and science. Work with a live tutor or use the resources to study on your own.  
lam.alaska.go/sled/homework

Mango Languages: Choose from 70 languages, including Filipino (Tagalog), Japanese, American Sign Language, and Spanish.  
connect.mangolanguages.com/ketchikan

**RESOURCES FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS**

AP, SAT, ACT, and ASVAB test prep resources are available through the Alaska Digital Library and LearningExpress.

**KETCHIKAN PUBLIC LIBRARY**

Find us here  
www.ketchikanpubliclibrary.org  
1110 Copper Ridge Lane  
907-225-3331

**Also available as apps!**
### Math

- **Algebra survival guide**: a conversational handbook for the thoroughly befuddled (512 RAPPAPO)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **Geometry (DVD)**: 3 volume set with workbook (516 GEOMETR)  
  **Adult**

- **The manga guide to calculus** (515 KOJIMA)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **Math for smart test-takers**: SAT, PSAT, ACT, GRE, GMAT (510.76 STEWART)  
  **Adult**

- **Mathematics describing the real world (DVD)**: precalculus and trigonometry - with workbook (516.2 MATHEMA)  
  **Adult**

- **No-nonsense algebra**: master algebra the easy way! (512 FISHER)  
  **Adult**

### English

- **Brave the page**: a young writer's guide to telling epic stories (808.3 STERN)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **Fearless public speaking**: a guide for beginners (808.51 JONES)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **Grammar girl presents the ultimate writing guide for students** (808.042 FOGARTY)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **The literature book** (809 LITERAT)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **My shouting, shattered, whispering voice**: a guide to writing poetry and speaking your truth (808.1 VECCHIO)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **The Shakespeare book** (822.33 SHAKESP)  
  **Adult**

- **SparkNotes Literature Guide Series**: 19 volumes covering the classic works of AP-level fiction (807)  
  **YA/Teen**

### Science

- **The astronomy book** (520.9 HUGHES)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **The cartoon guide to chemistry** (540.222 GONICK)  
  **Adult**

- **Do-it-yourself engineering (DVD)**: with workbook (620 DOITYOU)  
  **Adult**

- **The ecology book** (577 ECOLOGY)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **The handy science answer book** (500 HANDY)  
  **Adult**

- **The infographic guide to science** (500 CABOT)  
  **Adult**

- **The manga guide to physics** (530 NITTA)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **The manga guide to the universe** (523.1 ISHIKAW)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **Oceanography (DVD)**: exploring earth's final wilderness (551.46 OCEANOG)  
  **Adult**

- **The science book** (500 HARTDAV)  
  **YA/Teen**

- **Understanding the human body**: an introduction to anatomy and physiology (612 UNDERST)  
  **Adult**